
Imagine you have found a magic 

shell…you can have one wish! Draw a 

picture of your magical shell and 

write a sentence letting us know us 

what your wish would be.                                                    

This term our topic will be 

             Under the Sea  

and the text we will be sharing is  

                Rainbow Fish 

 

 

In this grid are your different topic home learning 

tasks for this term. Complete at least 4 over this 

term. Home learning to be handed in on a Thursday. 

Remember to share both your reading scheme book 

and library book that need to be returned each 

Monday.  

Using the picture prompts can you write sentences about what you 

can see. Add description, capital letters finger spaces and full  

stops within your writing. 

 

With a grown up practice reading and 

writing your tricky words. Use your sound 

mat and letter formation sheet to support 

you. 

 

  

 

 

We will be counting in 2s (to 20) and 10s 

(to 100) each day and will begin to solve 

some challenges using these! We will have 

to sort out Captain Hook’s odd socks! 

There will be lots of socks and it will take 

us a long time to count them all, so we 

could find a quicker way of counting them…in 2s! Can you help 

your grown-up count some of your socks in 2s? 

If you were a sea creature what would you be? 

Can you make your sea creature using different 

materials? 

 

 

 

 

 

Practice counting forwards from 0-20 and 

then backwards from 20-0 with a grown-up. 

How far can you count to when counting 

forwards, can you count to 100? 

 

 

How many 3D shapes can you find at home?  

 
What are the 3D shapes you found? 

Thinking about Rainbow Fish, how can we keep our oceans and seas 

clean and safe for all our under the sea creatures draw and label 

your ideas. 

                                     



 



 


